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Abstract:

Writing and listening to found poetry during group supervision can be an effective way of helping supervisees think in more complex ways, improve their empathy and listening skills, and increase their tolerance for ambiguity. The found poet role can help supervisees attain greater emotional depth with clients by understanding with more complexity the feelings and behavioral patterns underneath a client’s words. Citing conceptual and empirical support, we propose incorporating a found poet role into [Borders, L. D. (1991). A systematic approach to peer group supervision. Journal of Counseling & Development, 69, 248–252.] Structured Peer Group Supervision (SPGS) model and include a detailed description of how to scaffold this role for counselors-in-training.
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Article:

Across different fields, poetry therapy, which includes writing therapy, journal therapy, and bibliotherapy, is a well-established approach in the United States and other countries (Heimes, 2011). Writing therapy specifically can serve a variety of purposes, including creating a record of life goals or identity, inviting others to share in the client’s experiences when the writing is shared, honoring a client’s struggle in the face of injustice, and addressing difficulties that are unnoticed or denied by the client (Crockett, 2010; Gladding, 2011). Writing therapy is a flexible tool that can vary in structure from stream of consciousness, open-ended writing to more structured writing with specific homework prompts assigned by a therapist (Esterling, L’Abate, Murray, & Pennebaker, 1999).
Writing therapy has many benefits for clients. Although it can result in short-term increases in negative emotions, in the long run, writing therapy is associated with decreased symptoms of depression, anxiety, and post-traumatic stress disorder (Esterling et al., 1999; Lowe, 2006; Pennebaker, 1997). Writing therapy can help improve clients’ physical health as it has resulted in fewer visits to health care providers, a reduction in reported physical symptoms, and increased immune system functioning (Burton & King, 2004; Esterling et al., 1999; Lowe, 2006; Pennebaker, 1997). Additionally, it has been shown to have an impact on clients’ behavior, helping them achieve higher grade point averages, reemployment following a job loss, and reduced rates of absenteeism from work (Pennebaker, 1997).

Writing therapy can also have an impact on clients’ emotions. For many, writing therapy results in catharsis (Esterling et al., 1999), reduced stress and anxiety (Lowe, 2006), and an acceptance of one’s feelings (Gladding, 2011). For example, in one study, writing therapy helped men who struggled with expressing emotions to explore their feelings and issues (Wong & Rochlen, 2009). It can also help increase clients’ self-esteem, optimism, and self-control (Esterling et al., 1999; Lowe, 2006).

Using writing therapy also allows clients to develop their self-awareness and problem-solving abilities. Clients involved in writing therapy have more insight about their lives, are better able to organize their thinking, and are more likely to use adaptive coping strategies (Esterling et al., 1999). Along these lines, Burton and King (2004) speculated that writing about positive experiences may allow those experiences to be integrated into the self.

Writing poetry in therapy provides a structured approach for exploring and understanding clients’ presenting concerns in a way that aligns with the goals of counseling. In a compact way, poetry can provide “richness and flexibility that could make it privileged ground for experimenting with human potentialities and responses” (Nemoianu, 1993, p. 1096). In a similar way to how therapists often cut to the emotional heart of their clients’ issues, poetry can offer heightened emotions, intimacy, and depth of meaning (Mazza, 2003). The purpose is not for clients to write poetry of literary quality or analyze poetry to find its true meaning (Mazza, 2003). Rather, clients write poetry with the purpose of self-discovery and finding personal meaning.

Writing therapy approaches also seem relevant to counseling supervision. Creative approaches to supervision involving writing could have similar outcomes for counselors-in-training as writing therapy does for clients. Since many counselors-in-training struggle with anxiety or low self-esteem surrounding developing their abilities as a counselor, it is possible that expressive writing in supervision may have positive emotional outcomes for supervisees in ways that enhance their work with clients. Expressive writing in supervision also may allow supervisees to develop more organized and flexible ways of thinking that help them integrate a deeper understanding of their clients into counseling (Crocket, 2010).

Creative approaches to group supervision specifically can facilitate cognitive growth since supervisees are viewing and analyzing the counseling abilities of peers near their skill level. Such approaches create space for supervisees that can inspire calmness and complex thinking. Combining creativity with traditional approaches to supervision can provide supervisees
opportunities to use reason and logic at the same time they employ intuition and imagination (Koltz, 2008). Allowing supervisees to view their clients and themselves from multiple perspectives through creative exercises can increase supervisees’ awareness and introspection (Koltz, 2008). Neswald-McCalip, Sather, Strati, and Dineen (2003) contended that creative approaches help supervisees grow in their self-awareness by empowering them to identify their own learning needs.

Researchers have described a wide variety of creative modalities for counseling supervision (Graham, Scholl, Smith-Adcock, & Wittmann, 2014; Koltz, 2008; Neswald-McCalip et al., 2003; Scholl & Smith-Adcock, 2007), including story writing, listening to folk-tales, metaphors, visual art, and dance.

Poetry also has been documented as a tool in counseling supervision for a variety of purposes, including increasing empathy (Furman, 2005) and self-supervision to facilitate self-care (Phillips, 2010). Writing poetry can supplement more skill-focused supervision approaches to foster genuine self-realization for counselors-in-training. Writing poetry encourages supervisees to deeply understand the words and experiences of clients. As opposed to traditional models of supervision, poetry is “more intimate, more succinct, and often presents a distillation of meanings that surprises and heartens people” (Speedy, 2005, p. 286).

Writing poetry also might have benefits for the cognitive skills of supervisees. Since poems can evoke complexity in multiplicity and ambiguity (Behan, 2003), poetry can help counselors-in-training see their clients as more than problems to be solved. Through constructing or hearing a poem, supervisees can slow down their thought process and see what emerges from their clients’ words (Speedy, 2005).

**Found poetry**

One type of poetry appropriate for supervision is found poetry. Found poetry involves the repurposing of existing texts into the format of a poem. Authors of found poems typically do not use their own words, but instead choose how to structure the words from their source into a poetic form. Found poems have been created from words cut out of magazines, Craigslist postings (Feuer, 2012), comic books, textbooks, the trial testimony of Charles Manson (Mancini, 2011), and excerpts from the speeches of Donald Rumsfeld (Seely, 2003). Found poetry often encourages readers to view an everyday text from a new perspective or realize the absurdity or humor of a text.

Found poetry has been used as a narrative therapy technique in counseling (Behan, 2003). The counselor constructs a found poem between sessions using notes of the client’s words. Then the counselor presents this poem to the client during the next session and invites the client to revise and rewrite the poem as a co-author. Found poetry has also been used as a qualitative research tool, including exploring the experiences of homeless immigrant women (Sjollema, Hordyk, Walsh, Hanley, & Ives, 2012) and as an approach to writing a literature review that is performative, narrative, and affective in nature (Prendergast, 2006).
To help counselors-in-training attune to their clients in different ways, Crocket (2010) developed a method of responding to recordings of counseling sessions in group supervision using found poetry. In this method, a supervisee or supervisor writes a found poem using the client’s words and then reads it aloud to the group. Crocket contended that this approach helps supervisees learn to listen to clients with linguistic and relational attunement while creating an atmosphere that is pleasurable, supportive, and engaging.

Expanding on Crocket’s (2010) method, we describe an integration of found poetry into Borders (1991) Structured Peer Group Supervision (SPGS) model. In this article, we describe the SPGS model, the found poet role, a case example, a discussion of considerations and limitations of the role, and directions for future research. The ideas presented in this article are based in our experiences integrating the found poet role into the SPGS model across multiple semesters with practicum and internship counseling students.

**Structured peer group supervision**

The SPGS model (Borders, 1991) is a systematic and flexible method of structuring group supervision for providing peer feedback on taped counseling sessions. It was designed to encourage group members, counselors or counselors-in-training, to provide more focused feedback, develop more complex cognitive counseling skills, and encourage self-monitoring. The feedback provided from a variety of sources, or roles, encourages supervisees to view their clients from multiple perspectives and helps them avoid thinking there is one correct way to work with a client.

In SPGS, the supervisee first presents a brief overview of key client issues, counselor-client relationship dynamics, and other relevant information. This information can be shared verbally or in a written narrative, and may follow a structured case presentation format preferred by the supervisor (e.g. client demographics and history, presenting problem, conceptualization of the client, course of counseling to date). Group members then ask any clarifying questions. Then the presenting supervisee states requests for specific feedback about the client and/or session, which will be illustrated through a 5–10 min segment of a recent audio- or video-taped counseling session.

Second, the presenter’s peers choose or are assigned roles, which are perspectives they take on while reviewing the clip and providing feedback. These roles can include observing counselor or client nonverbal behaviors; focusing on a particular counseling skill; assuming the role of the counselor, client, or a significant person in the client’s life; interpreting the session from a theoretical perspective; and creating a metaphor of the client, counselor, client-counselor relationship, or counseling process. Lassiter, Napolitano, Culbreth, and Ng (2008) adapted the SPGS model to include a multicultural issues role to help increase students’ multicultural competence. Group members remain in their role for the remainder of the case presentation.

Third, the group watches or listens to the preselected taped segment, either listening from their role (e.g. as the client) or focusing on the specified skill or process. Fourth, peers provide feedback from their roles or perspectives that addresses the questions and requests of the presenter. Group members who assumed roles typically provide their feedback in the first
person, from the perspective of their roles. As appropriate, the supervisor asks members follow-up questions and/or encourages interaction between the roles (e.g. asks the “client” to tell the “counselor” what he/she needs). The presenter listens, may take notes, and may ask the group members for further elaboration or clarification. Fifth, the supervisor asks the presenter to summarize what has been learned from the discussion.

Throughout the process, the supervisor serves as a moderator, helping the group stay on task and managing the flow of the session, and as a process observer, pointing out patterns of peer interaction and encouraging discussions of important relational and process-related group dynamics. The group supervisor also remains cognizant of the supervisees’ developmental levels and structures the experience to provide appropriate supports for their abilities. For example, novice groups may need more structured, concrete feedback from the supervisor surrounding their counseling skills including supervisor demonstrations or practice through role plays. In contrast, supervisors leading more advanced groups may provide more room for supervisees to offer feedback to each other and encourage discussion of complex issues such as countertransference or ethical issues.

There is limited but encouraging empirical support for the SPGS model. In an experimental study with practicing school counselors, Crutchfield and Borders (1997) found positive trends but no significant differences in job satisfaction, counseling self-efficacy, counseling effectiveness, and client behavior change among the SPGS group, a dyadic model group, and a control group. Qualitatively, however, only those in the SPGS group highlighted specific, concrete feedback about counseling skills and techniques. Similarly, school counseling practicum students emphasized the peer feedback they received in their SPGS group; they also said the model helped decrease their confusion about the supervision process, clarify their goals, and increase their confidence (Starling & Baker, 2000). More recently, Atik conducted a series of studies with undergraduate counseling students in Turkey. In a content analysis of feedback about the SPGS (Atik, 2015a), students described contributions of the SPGS (e.g. increased counseling competencies and self-awareness, required active participation), identified strengths of the SPGS compared to individual supervision (e.g. different perspectives, exposure to multiple clients), and suggested improvements (e.g. add more roles, be sure peers give constructive feedback). A second group of students reported significant post-test increases in their counseling self-efficacy (Atik, 2015b). A third group focused on the metaphor role, reporting gains in new perspectives and awareness, as well as similar client gains when they used the metaphors in counseling (Atik, Çelik, Tütal, & Güç, 2015). Finally, McKibben, Hebard, and Borders (2017) asked practicum and internship counseling students how the model influenced their growth. Students emphasized perspective taking, especially the client and multicultural roles; said the roles encouraged more focused, honest, and in-depth feedback; and stressed the supervisor’s responsibilities for structuring the group and creating a safe environment.

**Integrating the found poet role into SPGS**

In addition to the metaphor role proposed by Borders (1991), the found poet is another creative role that supervisees can assume in the SPGS model. The condensed format of poetry can allow the meaning of the client’s experiences to emerge. The purpose of the found poet role, then, is not to suggest counseling interventions, but to present the client’s own words in an impactful
way. Although the deliberate choice of words requires interpretation, the found poet should be intentional about empathizing with the client and remaining true to the client’s perspective and experience.

While watching or listening to the taped segment of the presenter’s counseling session, the found poet notes significant words or phrases spoken by the client and then constructs them into a found poem. The found poet listens for words or themes that are emphasized, repeated, or emotionally charged. Then, the found poet arranges the words and phrases into the format of a poem, which can include stanzas and line breaks or take on the paragraph-like form of narrative poetry (see Meyer, 2015). The found poet may choose to add punctuation and/or a title to the poem.

A sense of invitation and playfulness should be encouraged in the found poems (Crocket, 2010). Supervisors should emphasize that there is not a correct way to construct a found poem. Supervisors should encourage students to use free verse poetry as opposed to structured poetic forms (e.g. sonnets or haikus), as the construction of the latter may distract from an in-depth understanding of the words of client. Supervisors should emphasize to supervisees that their found poems are learning tools and, therefore, do not need to rhyme or be of literary quality.

When providing feedback, the found poet reads the poem to the group. Then, the supervisor asks for reactions from group members and the presenter. The presenter can be encouraged to think about the personal impact of the poem and what awareness about the client emerged from it. For example, the presenter may realize the importance of a certain topic for the client or that two areas of the client’s life are connected. Typically, the found poem is given to the presenter at the conclusion of the supervision session.

Some supervisees may feel uncertain about their abilities as poets or their creativity. Supervisors can help alleviate these fears and help supervisees better understand the purpose of the found poet role through scaffolding and structuring the writing process (Crocket, 2010). For example, supervisors can share examples of literary found poems. The supervisor could also write found poems during a group’s first few supervision sessions to model the process, explaining how and why certain words were chosen and demonstrating the poems’ impact. Through such methods, supervisors can illustrate the importance of the found poet attuning to client nonverbal behaviors and looking out for client’s words that are memorable, reoccurring, emotional, focused on hopes and dreams, or colorful and evocative (Behan, 2003).

Case example

To promote greater understanding of the found poet with SPGS, we provide a fictional example drawn from our experiences using this role in group supervision with practicum counseling students. In this case scenario, a supervisor implements the found poet role with the SPGS model in a practicum training course. The scenario includes roles, responsibilities, and procedures for students and supervisor.

In line with recommendations for all supervision groups, the supervisor began the practicum training course as a place of acceptance, challenge, peer interaction, and group responsibility.
The supervisor challenged students to expand their awareness about counseling processes to help facilitate creativity in a welcoming environment. During the first group meeting, members explored and shared insights about their hopes and fears. Once students’ questions and concerns were addressed, the supervisor introduced the SPGS model including the found poet role. The supervisor emphasized that found poetry is a way to use words creatively to enhance conceptualization skills and understand clients with more depth and empathy. The supervisor assumed the found poet role for the first two group supervision sessions, explaining the thought processes behind creation of the poem and answering group members’ questions.

Week three began with Davie’s turn to present. In line with the SPGS model, Davie described the client and counseling sessions to date and then identified the specific questions and feedback he is seeking. Davie assigned peer roles, including the counselor role, a focus on non-verbal behaviors of client and counselor, and the theoretical perspective role. Employing Person Centered Theory (PCT), Davie’s preferred counseling theory, has been a major goal during his practicum experience. Finally, Davie assigned the last peer the found poet role as the client.

Davie reported having trouble connecting with the client, a 20-year-old female undergraduate student “Elaine,” who presented with issues regarding relationship problems and feeling disconnected. Davie struggled in session to facilitate deeper exploration of emotion with Elaine. Davie explained that before going into session, he worried about doing a good job but tried to clear his head and be fully present. Despite his best efforts, Davie’s tape revealed dialogue that is relatively superficial. For example, after settling into their chairs, Davie asked how Elaine’s day is going. Although the question is a good place to start, Davie focused on the content of Elaine’s answer rather than reflecting emotions lying underneath. As the session progressed, Davie missed opportunities to empathize with Elaine. At one point, Elaine’s voice cracked and her eyes welled with tears. Elaine appeared to struggle and seemed to hold back her inner feelings. Davie reflected some emotion with phrases like “you’re frustrated” and “it seems like you are upset.” Although Davie attempted to be helpful, his efforts seemed safe and cautious. After showing the video clip, Davie asked peers to provide their feedback.

Several peers sat in quiet reflection while preparing their feedback. A few moments passed and, one by one, each person provided a couple of positive comments and a couple of constructive comments. The peer assigned to provide non-verbal behavior feedback brought to light Elaine’s crossed legs and arms for most of the session. This feedback seemed to resonate with Davie as he became aware of Elaine’s experiences in the room. The peer assigned to give PCT theory feedback offered that Davie is practicing unconditional positive regard at times during the session. The peer in charge of the counselor role agreed with the PCT peer and commented that Davie could refine his reflections of meaning, paraphrasing, and summarizing to be more congruent with Elaine experience. Next, the found poet shared her creation:

Falling up

Lots of people ask if “I’m ok’
“I’m fine” I say and that keeps them away
I remember days when dad was alive
Now distant but close
All alone on a crowded campus  
Surrounded by those withdrawn  
As I walk around, I wonder if  
Help is out there.

After the poem is read, Davie sat quietly in reflection. The supervisor gave Davie a moment to think, then asked him what stood out about the poem. Davie realized, with the help of the found poem that Elaine averted the truth by masking her real feelings, yet wanted help with her past challenges. This insight helped Davie understand that his role as a counselor is to not repeat patterns of how friends treat Elaine, but to help her uncover the pain buried within. Davie commented, “I just didn't know she felt alone while surrounded by so many others.” To help further articulate Davie’s processes, the found poet peer suggested Davie review his intentions nearing the end of the clip. With about a minute to go on the tape, Davie sits quietly and appears to be tracking Elaine. The peer highlighted that Elaine said, “This time of year I think about when my father was alive. And I realize how distant I am in my relationships with others.” The found poet peer suggested that Davie’s intentions are good; however, he leaves the client vulnerable by not acknowledging her emotions. Davie re-reads the found poem. At this point, all of Davie’s peers have provided their feedback and Davie said he has a lot to think about. The supervisor asked Davie to summarize the feedback and express how he felt about the found poem. Davie stated,

I feel a bit self-conscious about my missed opportunities with Elaine. I realize she is asking for my help. With everyone’s insights and the found poem, I will make changes. I’m looking forward to my next appointment with Elaine and to show how I’ve integrated this feedback.

Discussion

The found poet role may provide cognitive benefits for supervisees similar to clients in writing therapy (Burton & King, 2004; Esterling et al., 1999). Since poetry encourages flexibility and tolerance of ambiguity, the found poet role may help supervisees avoid viewing their clients in simplistic or one-dimensional ways, thus enhancing their cognitive complexity, or their ability “to absorb, integrate, and make use of multiple perspectives” (Granello, 2010, p. 92). The found poet role encourages supervisees to practice the thought patterns and behaviors of cognitive complexity, including listening carefully to clients, tolerating ambiguity and uncertainty, and suspending judgments. As a result, supervisees are better able to identify a wide variety of factors influencing a client and develop a deep and integrated conceptualization (Welfare & Borders, 2010).

Similar to how poetry can help clients in emotional ways (Esterling et al., 1999; Lowe, 2006; Wong & Rochlen, 2009), the found poet role may also help counselors-in-training with quick or anxious thinking patterns lower their anxiety rates surrounding counseling, which in turn might help them be more present-focused during their sessions. Like for Davie in the case study above, hearing found poems allows supervisees “linguistic space and metaphorical distance” (p. 5) from their clients in which they do not have to focus on thinking of a response or an appropriate intervention, but instead can focus on understanding the client’s words and experiences.
Found poetry can help supervisees appreciate the enormity and complexity of a client’s situation. Additionally, since poems are designed to be read aloud and often at a slower pace than typical speech, the process of listening to a found poem allows time for reflection on a question or theme.

In a narrative therapy vein, presenting a found poem created in group supervision to a client could be a powerful experience, similar to Atik et al.’s (2015) supervisees’ reports around sharing metaphors from their SPGS feedback with their clients. Phillips (2010) recommended against sharing non-found poems created by counselors with clients since this could shift the focus away from the client and onto the counselor’s perceptions of the client. Sharing found poems with clients may avoid this pitfall since only the client’s words are used. The counselor sharing a found poem would have to explain that the poem was created by a third person and does not necessarily reflect the counselor’s perspective. Understanding this process may be confusing for a client and, learning that the client’s issues have been discussed by a group of counselors, may make the client feel self-conscious or vulnerable. Additionally, the purpose of supervisee growth inherent in the found poet role may sometimes be at odds with the purpose of creating client growth by sharing the found poem. For example, a peer may self-censor in the writing of a found poem when considering a client’s reaction (Phillips, 2010). Such censorship could undercut the purpose of found poems as a tool for supervisees to understand clients with more depth and complexity. If a counselor chooses to share a found poem with a client, it is critical to remain aware of these potential pitfalls and approach sharing it with an intentionality of creating client growth. Supervisors should address this topic with their supervisees before creating found poems in group supervision and consider setting a specific policy for the group (i.e. it is not allowed or approval from the supervisor is needed first).

Since found poems are using the words of clients, they should be treated as confidential documents in accordance with the American Counseling Association code of ethics (2014) and immediately destroyed or stored securely. In case the found poems are lost or stolen, pseudonyms should be used and identifying client information should not be included in the poems. To avoid issues with secure storage of electronic documents, it may be best to encourage supervisees to hand-write their found poems.

The found poem as a supervision learning tool can be adapted for different purposes. For example, the found poet could incorporate words spoken by the counselor into the poem or even have the counselor and client hold a conversation in alternating stanzas. In a similar way, the found poem could be structured as a conversation between the client and a significant person. Furthermore, one member of the group could take on the role of creating a found poem for the group supervision session as a whole, incorporating significant words and phrases spoken by all of the group members throughout the session. This method could be an effective way of summarizing the session, identifying group dynamics, and cementing important learning. This idea could also be adapted to a traditional counselor education classroom environment. For example, counselor educators could ask students to write a found poem as an exit ticket for a class period. Such poems would include important words and phrases that summarize and synthesize a students’ learning from that day’s class. Finally, prompting a client to write found poetry could also be therapeutic in a counseling context. Counselors could ask clients to listen to
a clip from a tape of a previous counseling session, or an excerpt from a relevant book, storybook, or letter, and construct a found poem to summarize their insights.

**Limitations**

Although a powerful tool, the found poet role has limitations. Some supervisees may have negative associations of poetry as something they dislike or do not understand. Some may have anxiety surrounding their creative abilities. Although the found poet role can be a powerful way to stretch counselors-in-training, it may require concrete scaffolding for supervisees. Developmentally, some may struggle with the ambiguous nature of the task in the found poet role. Novice counselors may need more structured support surrounding the use of specific helping skills before they have developed the empathy required to craft an impactful found poem. Supervisees lacking in cognitive complexity may have difficulty comprehending the purpose and construction of found poems. Therefore, supervisors need awareness of their supervisees’ counseling and cognitive abilities before incorporating the found poet role into the SPGS model. Additionally, the found poet role is best used in combination with the other roles in the SPGS model to provide a wide range of perspectives for supervisees to understand their clients.

**Directions for future research**

Future researchers might examine how the found poet role influences supervisees’ cognitive development or impacts them in other ways. Researchers could approach this from several angles. First, examining how supervisees craft found poetry may reveal how they conceptualize clients. Researchers could explore the connection between the content and construction of found poetry with a supervisee’s ability to complete treatment plans or case notes and articulate more cognitively complex conceptualizations (cf. Welfare & Borders, 2010). A content analysis of supervisees’ found poems compared to their scores on a scale of cognitive complexity (e.g. Welfare & Borders) could help illuminate a connection between creativity and deeper cognitive thinking and reveal the developmental needs of supervisees. In addition, a qualitative study on the experiences of supervisees in writing found poems in supervision could reveal more clearly how the found poet role impacts counselors-in-training. For example, researchers could investigate whether the found poet role enhances group cohesion and supervisee collaboration, inspires creativity in counseling practice, or improves empathy and listening skills.

**Conclusion**

Supervision is designed to help supervisees improve their counseling and conceptualization skills to better serve clients. Integration of the found poet role into the SPGS model can help counselors develop via a creative, growth-oriented, peer-driven process. Furthermore, found poetry might also provide supervisees an opportunity to express themselves and bond with their peers through creative expression. In sum, the found poet role is an engaging tool to help supervisees develop their empathy and the complexity of their thinking about clients.
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